On the errors in assessment of severity of involuntary movements using surface EMG.
Surface electromyogram (SEMG) is a useful tool to depict involuntary movements, but evaluation of the intensity of such movements with SEMG over multiple recording instances requires awareness of factors influencing quantified SEMG signals. We investigated the differences in the amplitude of SEMGs due to electrode displacement in isometric voluntary contraction in the upper arm, forearm and lower leg in 8 healthy men. The SEMGs of gross muscle activity simultaneously recorded with 4 electrode pairs from the agonist and antagonist sides in 3 displacement conditions with respect to parallel position, interelectrode distance, and rotation were compared. The amount of EMG integration (equivalent to the average SEMG amplitude) of each electrode pair was compared to the reference electrode pair with interelectrode distance of 40 mm placed on the center of the tested muscles. The average EMG difference ratios ranged 1.1-2.2%/mm in parallel shift, 1.0-1.9%/mm in distance shift, and 0.3-0.6%/degree in rotation shift. Displacement error of electrodes in separate recording instances should be reduced using anatomical landmarks, when SEMG is applied as a quantitative method to evaluate change in the states of involuntary movements.